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Abstract

French parliamentarians’ links to the Chinese Communist Party’s overseas influence agencies have escaped scrutiny. Representing President Macron’s party, Buon Tan holds posts in key parliamentary commissions related to China while taking CCP-aligned positions on issues such as Huawei and the genocide against Uyghurs. At the same time, Tan has been a member of several organisations controlled by the CCP’s united front system and maintains contacts with the Party’s International Liaison Department. Associations with these entities do not demonstrate wrongdoing, but their role in the CCP’s efforts to covertly influence foreign politicians is well documented. As this paper represents the first detailed case study of such activities in France, it is likely that more of the CCP’s reach into French politics remains to be uncovered.

0 Introduction

Since his election to France’s National Assembly in 2017, Buon Tan (陈文雄) has been a quiet member of the ruling La République en marche (LREM) party, rarely exercising his voting power.1 This January, he broke from that mould by becoming the only parliamentarian to oppose a motion condemning the Chinese government’s genocide against Uyghurs.2 Earlier, in his capacity as president of the Assembly’s France-China friendship group, Tan invited the Chinese ambassador to address the National Assembly on “the spirit of the 19th Party Congress”, but the event attracted little attention.3 While known as a China-friendly figure in French politics, Tan’s extensive links to the CCP’s influence agencies have not been recognised.4

Tan appears to maintain the closest relationship to the CCP of any French MP, centred on institutions that engage in foreign interference efforts (figure 1). This paper documents his membership in six organisations managed by the united front system and links to state-backed technology transfer activities. At least three of Tan’s united

*Updated on 6th March 2022.
1”Buon Tan — Son activité de député à l’Assemblée nationale”, NosDéputés.fr.
front affiliations appear to be current. We also describe Tan’s relationship with the CCP’s International Liaison Department, which seeks to influence foreign political parties.

Although we do not presume to know the full nature of Tan’s interactions with the CCP, his connections to the united front system place him alongside individuals governments have accused of involvement in foreign interference, and the organisations he is a member of explicitly promote the Party’s foreign policy agenda. Around the world, the Party’s united front system, a grouping of Chinese Party and state agencies, builds networks among ethnic Chinese communities and seeks to lean on its associates to advance the Party’s interests abroad. For example, this January, counterintelligence authorities in the United Kingdom warned parliamentarians that Christine Lee (李贞驹), a political donor and self-styled community leader, was involved in political interference on behalf of the United Front Work Department (UFWD). Similarly, in late 2018, the Australian government cancelled property billionaire Huang Xiangmo’s 黄向墨 visa because he was allegedly “amenable to conducting acts of foreign interference”. Like Tan, both Lee and Huang are members of united front organisations such as the China Overseas Friendship Association. These united front ties are markers of involvement in the CCP’s activities, but the mechanisms of Party control over such individuals may be clandestine and lie outside of the united front system.

Despite the growing scrutiny applied to the Party’s united front networks internationally, Tan’s activities have attracted minimal scrutiny. A September 2021 publication by IRSEM, a think tank under the French Ministry of Defence, helped popularise the

---


1 A friend of China in the National Assembly

Since his 2017 election to the National Assembly, Buon Tan has secured positions in portfolios and commissions that relate to the France-China relationship and sensitive security issues. Currently, he is president of the parliamentary France-China friendship group and secretary of the Foreign Affairs Commission. As a member of the Foreign Affairs Commission, Buon Tan has been officially tasked with overseeing work concerning China and Northeast Asia. He has also been named co-rapporteur of an “information mission”, which he initiated himself, related to France and Europe’s China policy. Tan is secretary of another information mission about national resilience that includes assessing France’s ability to resist supply-chain disruption and cyberattacks. Finally, he is the vice-president of a study group on the “expansion of the Taiwanese economy” and a member of a study group on aerospace.

Released in February 2022, a parliamentary report Tan initiated and co-drafted about France and Europe’s China policy serves as a recent example of his efforts to counteract critical perspectives on China. The report’s drafting process was marked by significant disagreements between the two rapporteurs, such that they contemplated releasing two separate sets of recommendations. In co-rapporteur Bérangère Poletti’s words, Buon Tan’s vision of China is “more economic than political” and Huawei’s situation was cited as an example of divergent points of view between the two. The outcome is an eclectic document staking no clear position, but which nonetheless calls for a “rebalancing of the bilateral relationship with China” and for a more “strategic vision” on France’s part when dealing with Beijing. In addition, the report states several times that the European Union would have little to gain aligning its positions with the United States “for a fight which is not its own”, in the context of issues such as:
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9Antoine Izambard, France–Chine, les liaisons dangereuses, Stock, 2019, Buon Tan’s name is mentioned in two chapters: “Huawei, un géant sous étroite surveillance” and “Les prochinois”.
10Guibert, op. cit.
as Taiwan and competition with China. None of the 48 recommendations issued concerns human rights or security issues.\textsuperscript{15}

Buon Tan refrains from overtly taking up CCP talking points, but his behaviour is largely aligned with Beijing’s interests on issues the CCP views as highly sensitive:

- In January 2022, Buon Tan stood out as the only French MP to vote against a motion recognising the violence perpetuated by the Chinese party-state upon the Uyghur minority as a “genocide”.

- In April 2020, as the world was discussing the origin of COVID-19 and the Chinese government’s early management of the crisis, Tan and fellow LREM member Pierre Person praised China for its “active international cooperation and control of the pandemic”.\textsuperscript{16}

- In November 2021, Tan abstained from voting on a bill calling for Taiwan’s participation in international organizations and multilateral cooperation forums.\textsuperscript{17}

Later, when hosting the Chinese ambassador in the French National Assembly, Tan presented the bill as the initiative of “a few MPs” when it had in fact been signed by all but two parliamentary groups and close to 200 MPs.\textsuperscript{18}

Tan often acts as a go-between the French assembly and PRC government representatives. In October 2019, he invited Lu Shaye 卢沙野, the newly appointed Chinese ambassador to France, to give a speech to the National Assembly where he characterised the United States as “so tyrannical” and asked MPs to be respectful and sensitive about China’s “family affairs”, referring to Taiwan, Hong Kong, Tibet, Xinjiang and human rights, which he called a “sine qua non condition” for the bilateral relationship to develop “soundly and regularly”.\textsuperscript{19} In 2017, Tan invited the previous Chinese ambassador to address the National Assembly on the “spirit of the 19\textsuperscript{th} Party Congress”.\textsuperscript{20}

\section{2 Tan and the CCP’s united front system}

Buon Tan was appointed to major united front groups well before his election to the National Assembly. These groups are all closely associated with or directly managed by the UFWD, which has always played a central role in the Party’s efforts to influence foreign Chinese community leaders. In 2018, the UFWD subsumed the State Council Overseas Chinese Affairs Office (OCAO) and was officially given responsibility for exercising “unified management” of diaspora affairs work.\textsuperscript{21}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[16] "Les dirigeants des partis étrangers saluent le soutien de la Chine à la lutte mondiale contre le coronavirus", Xinhua, 2 Apr. 2020.
\item[17] "Votes de Buon Tan", NosDéputés.fr.
\item[18] Poletti \& Tan, op. cit
\item[20] “留美大使...”
\end{footnotes}
Tan has been a member of a UFWD-controlled organisation since at least 2008, when he was named to the council of the China Overseas Friendship Association (COFA, 中华海外联谊会). Since May 2019, Tan has been an executive council member of the group. Founded in 1997, COFA is directly managed by the UFWD and is one of its most important platforms for co-opting and interacting with overseas united front figures. As mentioned earlier, united front figures governments have accused of involvement in foreign interference, such as Christine Lee and Huang Xiangmo, are members of COFA. Alongside overseas figures, COFA’s members generally include the UFWD’s entire leadership and representatives of all 12 UFWD bureaus, which will often use COFA as their affiliation when travelling abroad. COFA’s broad political agenda is clearly spelt out in its constitution, which states that the group’s objectives include “contributing strength towards the ancestral nation’s unification and realising the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.”

Tan was also a member of another key united front group, the China Overseas Exchange Association (COEA, 中国海外交流协会), from 2013 to May 2019. According to an official source, COEA aimed to establish “extensive contacts” with overseas Chinese in order to bring capital, technologies, talents and so on into China, as well as to conduct “cultural exchange and external propaganda”. COEA was taken over by COFA in 2019 after its parent agency, the State Council OCAO, was itself subsumed by the UFWD in 2018.

In 2013, the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office invited Tan, already a COFA member, to attend the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) as a “non-voting overseas Chinese delegate” (figure 2). In principle, diaspora members can only receive one such invitation in their lifetime, highlighting the significance of Tan’s attendance. The CPPCC carries little decision-making power within the Chinese political system but is the premier forum of the united front system. Currently chaired by Wang Yang (汪洋), the CCP Politburo Standing Committee member responsible for united front work, the CPPCC is a microcosm of the Party’s efforts to co-opt representatives from outside the Party, bringing together Party officials, intelligence officers, industry leaders, religious figures, academics and so on as delegates. This is intended to enhance the CPP’s legitimacy as a ruling Party that nonetheless represents the interests of the full breadth of Chinese society.

Buon Tan’s involvement in the united front system has continued to expand following his 2017 election to France’s National Assembly. In September 2018, the All-China Federation of Returned Overseas Chinese (ACFROC, 中华全国归国华侨联合会)
named him as an overseas committee member, one of twenty from France. ACFROC presents itself as a peak body for representatives of overseas Chinese and returned overseas Chinese communities, but functions like a Party organ. It is an official constituent unit of the CPPCC, and its staff generally have backgrounds as Party cadres in united front agencies.

Like many other united front bodies, ACFROC aims to use diaspora representatives to advance the Party’s interests and support its legitimacy. In 2018, the Party Central Committee described ACFROC’s function as acting as “a bridge and a belt for the Party and the government to liaise with returned overseas Chinese, relatives of overseas Chinese and overseas Chinese compatriots.” Demonstrating its focus on aligning ethnic Chinese with the Party’s interest, in 2019 ACFROC’s chairman called on members to “guide the masses of the overseas Chinese world in listening to the Party’s words.”

Buon Tan’s significance within the united front system was again underlined in 2019, when he visited Beijing to attend a meeting of COFA and a major meeting of overseas Chinese community representatives. When General Secretary Xi Jinping visited the hundreds of united front figures gathered for the occasion, Tan was given a position of honour in the first row. Footage of Tan and Xi shaking hands featured on China Central Television’s primetime news programme.

Figure 2: Buon Tan, then vice-mayor of Paris’s 13th arrondissement, attending the 2013 meeting of the CPPCC. Source: 新华网.
Tan has held positions in several other PRC-based united front groups. In 2012 and again in 2019, he was named a member of the Guangdong Public Diplomacy Association (广东公共外交协会), which is subordinate to the provincial CPPCC. In 2017, the website of the UFWD’s Western Returned Scholars Association (WRSA, 欧美同学会), ostensibly an organisation for foreign-educated professionals, described Tan as one of its overseas committee members. The WRSA plays an important role in the CCP’s foreign talent-recruitment efforts, including by running the official association for Thousand Talents Plan scholars and tasking overseas organisations to recruit scientists.

3 Tan and the CCP foreign affairs system

Buon Tan maintains connections to the Party’s foreign affairs system, including the Central Committee’s International Liaison Department (ILD, 中央对外联络部), alongside his united front ties.

While the International Liaison Department was created in 1951 from a bureau of the UFWD, there is no evidence that its work today is guided by the united front system. It is mainly associated with the CCP foreign affairs system, along with agencies such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries.

The fact that the ILD isn’t part of the united front system doesn’t diminish its significance as a source of Party influence. Firstly, the ILD’s core role is to develop relationships with foreign political parties, which includes gathering intelligence on them. As Czech intelligence service BIS pointed out in its 2015 annual report, the ILD’s “remit includes, besides foreign relations, intelligence activities.” Secondly, the ILD uses its connections to attempt to build support for the Party and its international agenda. In particular, it has encouraged representatives of political parties to endorse and normalise CCP talking points such as the concept of a “community of common destiny for humankind.” While many politicians have taken up this Party phraseology, they may be unaware that the concept encapsulates the CCP’s ambition to create a new international order more closely aligned with its own interests.

Buon Tan attended a key event in the ILD’s efforts to influence foreign political parties, the December 2017 “CCP in Dialogue with World Political Parties High-Level Meet-
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Tan and the CCP foreign affairs system

Figure 3: Tan meets with ILD leader Song Tao on the sidelines of the World Political Parties Dialogue. Source: 中国共产党新闻网.

ing” (figure 3). Former French Prime Minister Jean-Pierre Raffarin, whose cosy relationship with the People’s Republic of China has long been scrutinised by French media, also attended the meeting.

The dialogue was a propaganda coup and a major demonstration of the ILD’s convening power, claiming to draw representatives of 300 political parties. In official coverage of the event, the People’s Daily claimed that French representatives “congratulated the Party on the 19th Party Congress’s historic achievements,” referring to the meeting where term limits on Xi’s leadership were abolished.

Chinese state media also interviewed Tan, who was quoted praising the Party’s international agenda: “My deepest impression is of the concept of a community of common destiny for humankind. This concept is intimately related to every person: we cannot close the door and focus on our own problems without concerning ourselves with other countries. This is a concept of historical significance.”

Afterwards, Tan continued to be involved in contacts between the ILD and French politicians. In July 2019 and again in January 2020, Buon Tan led a delegation of “young members of the French National Assembly” for meetings with key ILD figures including ILD Director Song Tao 宋涛 and Ji Bingxuan 吉炳轩, president of the China Association for International Understanding (CAFIU, 中国国际交流协会).

CAFIU claims to be a “social organisation” but is in fact managed by ILD, which may
view the affiliation as a convenient channel for interactions with foreign non-profit and academic entities.\(^{49}\) According to Reuters, the Indian government listed CAFIU as an "entity of concern" in 2020 because of security concerns, marking its associates for greater visa screening.\(^{50}\)

4 "Tan and technology transfer"

Buon Tan’s links to the united front system also intersect with its efforts to access foreign talent and technology. In addition to being a member of the WRSA, Tan acts as the "chief advisor" of Développement France-Chine (DFC, 欧洲华创会), a group actively involved in promoting China’s talent recruitment and technology transfer efforts.

DFC has a close relationship with and draws part of its Chinese name with the "Conference on Overseas Chinese Pioneering and Developing in China" (华侨华人创业发展洽谈会), an annual convention used by Chinese local governments to identify and attract talent, investment and technologies from abroad.\(^{51}\) The event has been organised since 2001 by local Chinese governments and the OCAO under the guidance of the Central Leading Small Group on Overseas Talent Recruitment Work (中央海外高层次人才引进工作小组). According to the official conference website, close to 20,000 overseas ethnic Chinese participated in the 2018 conference, which saw 2300 talent recruitment or technology project contracts signed.\(^{52}\)

4 Founded by Buon Tan’s brother-in-law, Chun Wong 黄进,\(^{53}\) DFC has facilitated Chinese government talent-recruitment and technology-transfer efforts. In 2017 and 2018, it organised a startup competition in Paris as part of a global startup recruitment effort initiated by the government of Guangzhou’s Tianhe District, a sister district of Paris’s 13th arrondissement.\(^{54}\) DFC also signed a strategic partnership with Guang-Renson, "Rencontre avec le Vice-président du Comité Permanent de l’Assemblée populaire nationale de Chine".

On CAFIU’s subordination to the ILD, see registration information on 全国社会组织信用信息公示平台 and Livia Codarin, Laura Harth & Jichang Lulu, "Hijacking the mainstream CCP influence agencies and their operations in Italian parliamentary and local politics", Sinopsis, Nov. 2021, pp. 14 sq. See also "AIIA-ACRI-Chinese Association for International Understanding Roundtable 2016", Australian Institute of International Affairs, 20 Sep. 2016.


"欧洲华创会", Développement France-Chine.

"关于华创会", hch.org.cn.

Formerly a London-based journalist for Sing Tao Daily (星岛日报), a Hong Kong-based pro-Beijing newspaper, Chun Wong is the husband of one of Buon Tan’s sisters and a close associate of many of Buon Tan’s endeavours.

Working as operations director of the Tan family’s KAWA company (嘉华进出口有限公司), he was also the treasurer of Conseil représentatif des associations asiatiques de France in 2014, when Buon Tan, its president, was accused of misappropriating funds and left to found the Haut Conseil des Asiatiques de France. See 鲁佳, "法国亚裔高等理事会举办成立大会，陈文雄荣任主席", 赴法新闻, 21 Oct. 2015.

In his capacity of publication director of Vision Chine, a French-language monthly magazine about Chinese society, Wong was involved in organising a cocktail party held for Chinese media on the premises of the French National Assembly in 2012. In 2018, when President Macron held his first reception for the Chinese New Year, some attendees were informed of the new date of the event via an email sent by an employee of Vision Chine. See Gurvan Kristanadjadja & Ismaël Halissat, "Buon Tan, poisson-pilote de Macron dans la diaspora asiatique", Libération, 15 Feb. 2018.

Many personalities active in so-called "professional associations" in charge of recruiting talent in France attended the 2018 event, such as Gong Dusheng (general secretary of the Association des scientifiques et ingénieurs chinois en France, former president of Union des chercheurs et des étudiants chinois en France) and Dong...
The elder Tan

Buon Tan’s deep relationship with the united front system may have been inherited from his father, Srun Nguon Tan. Born in Cambodia to a family originating from Puning in the Chaoshan area of China, Buon Tan arrived in France with his family in 1975, aged 8, as a refugee fleeing the Khmer Rouge. The elder Tan, who made his fortune by importing tea through his company TSN, was a notable figure in Paris’s 13th arrondissement, where a large part of the French capital’s Asian community resides. This heritage earned Buon Tan the nickname “the tea leaf prince” in Chinese state media.

In 1986, Srun Nguon Tan co-founded l’Amicale des Teochew de France (法国潮州同乡会, now 法国潮州会馆) and was elected as its first vice-president before becoming its president in 1995. In 2011, he was named an honorary president of the French Council for the Promotion of the Peaceful Reunification of China (法国中国和平统一促进会), one of more than 100 foreign affiliates of the UFWD-run China Council for the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification (中国和平统一促进会).

Tan’s father also helped the CCP’s build influence over Chinese-language media by acting as an advisor to Nouvelles d’Europe (欧洲时报), Europe’s largest local Chinese media group. Established in Paris in 1983, at an address adjacent to one of the Tan family’s main companies, Nouvelles d’Europe is in fact covertly owned by the UFWD. Its parent company, Guang Hua Cultures et Média (光华传媒集团) is 90%-owned by a Hong Kong front company for the State Council’s Overseas Chinese Affairs Office, which is in turn part of the UFWD.

Srun Nguon Tan’s community work in Paris earned him plaudits from both the French government and the CCP. In 1996, when Premier Li Peng visited France, Tan was

Changzhi (president of the same association). Buon Tan also attended, having arranged the sister district agreement between the 13th arrondissement and Tianhe district. “巴黎华裔副区长陈文雄：站在当地人角度推介 Idea”, 中国新闻网, 3 Mar. 2013.
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6 Tan’s political roots: community work in Paris’s Chinatown

Encouraged by his father, Buon Tan’s political career began around 2008 when he was elected deputy mayor of Paris’s 13th arrondissement. That year, the elder Tan told Chinese state media that his son had accomplished something “our generation was unable to do” by entering politics.

Indeed, Buon Tan laid the foundations for his political career by following his father’s activities. In 2005, he took over the youth affairs department of the Chaozhou Association his father had co-founded upon his arrival in France (Buon Tan remains its honorary president).

Between 2011 and 2014, Buon Tan was also the first president of the Conseil représentatif des associations asiatiques de France (CRAAF), a platform aiming at uniting France’s Asian community-based associations and contribute to the promotion of persons of Asian descent in French society, economy and politics. Shortly after he was pushed out of CRAAF by members who accused him
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of misappropriating funds, Tan founded a rival group, the Haut Conseil des Asiatiques de France (HCAF). Despite a grand founding ceremony held on the premises of the National Assembly, with its then-president Claude Bartolone as an attendee, HCAF does not appear to be very active. Nonetheless, President François Hollande attended one of its events in September 2016.

Jean-Marie Le Guen, a long-time councillor of the 13th arrondissement, was also a key backer of Tan’s political career. Le Guen served as an MP over three decades and as two-time Secretary of State (Relations with the Parliament, Development and Francophonie) under François Hollande. After leaving politics, Le Guen joined the board of Huawei France in September 2020. Buon Tan followed in Le Guen’s footsteps through his election as deputy mayor of Paris’s 13th arrondissement in 2008 and then as a Paris councillor in 2014 on the list of the Socialist Party. During this stage in Tan’s political career, he credits himself with having contributed to setting up Chinese-language classes in 13th arrondissement schools, promoted traditional Chinese medicine, and supported the creation of “international tourism zones” (where labour laws are slightly relaxed to allow shops to open later at night or on Sundays) in the neighbourhood.

As his political capital grew, Tan began to play a larger role in France-China relations. Between 2013 and 2017, Tan, not yet an MP, accompanied President François Hollande, Prime Minister Jean-Marc Ayrault and several state secretaries for trade on official visits to China. French media also reported that Hollande would often consult Tan before setting off for Beijing. Likewise, Hollande’s second prime minister, Manuel Valls, introduced Tan to Chinese premier Li Keqiang as “Paris’s most influential Chinese” during Li’s 2015 visit to France. In 2018, the People’s Daily described Tan as “an important advisor to Macron on developing relations with China”.

In the meantime, Jacques Sun (孙文雄), who succeeded Buon Tan as president of CRAAF, has been suspected of being an intelligence asset by the General Directorate for Internal Security (DGSI), France’s counter-intelligence service (figure 4). An entrepreneur by trade, Sun has led CRAAF since 2014 and was particularly active in mobilising the Asian diaspora to protest Shaoyo Liu’s (刘少尧) killing by a policeman in 2017. Before that, he worked for UMP, then France’s biggest political party, as a chargé de mission in charge of liaising with the Asian community. In this capacity, he...
accompanied President Sarkozy on various visits to China and was allegedly involved in François Fillon’s 2017 presidential campaign.\textsuperscript{79}

The exploitation of united front networks by Chinese intelligence agencies has precedents in France. For example, the late French united front leader Han Tianjin 韓天進 was once awarded a medal by China’s Ministry of State Security, an intelligence agency, for his “outstanding contributions to state security work” in 1989.\textsuperscript{80} Paris became a refuge for many Chinese dissidents in the 1989 Tiananmen Massacre’s aftermath, yet Han had been outspoken in his defence of the crackdown.\textsuperscript{81} Han had been a founding member of one of France’s earliest Chinese united front groups, the Association des Chinois résidant en France (Association of Chinese Residents in France), which remains close to the united front system today.\textsuperscript{82}

\section{Conclusion}

Buon Tan’s case offers a demonstration of the presence of long-term and high-level united front networks in France. While shining light on these connections is an important step towards mitigating the risk of CCP political interference, much more remains to be done. Further research is needed to accurately document the nature of CCP influence in France, which should then inform responses by the government, political parties and civil society. At the very least, Tan would provide much needed clarity on this issue by declaring his united front affiliations to the High Authority for Transparency in Public Life.\textsuperscript{83}
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